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Homophobic expressions are a form of insulting the sexual orientation or personality of people. Severe psycho-
logical traumas may occur in people who are exposed to this type of communication. It is important to develop 
automatic classification systems based on language models to examine social media content and distinguish 
homophobic discourse. This study aims to present a pre-trained Multilingual Bidirectional Encoder Repre-
sentations from Transformers (M-BERT) model that can successfully detect whether Turkish comments on 
social media contain homophobic or related hate comments (i.e., sexist, severe humiliation, and defecation ex-
pressions). Comments in the Homophobic-Abusive Turkish Comments (HATC) dataset were collected from 
Instagram to train the detection models. The HATC dataset was manually labeled at the sentence level and 
combined with the Abusive Turkish Comments (ATC) dataset that has developed in our previous study. The 
HATC dataset has been balanced using the resampling method and two forms of the dataset (i.e., resHATC and 
original HATC) were used in the experiments. Afterward, the M-BERT model was compared with DL-based 
models (i.e., Long-Short Term Memory, Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (BiLSTM), Gated Recurrent 
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Unit), Traditional Machine Learning (TML) classifiers (i.e., Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes, Random 
Forest) and Ensemble Classifiers (i.e., Adaptive Boosting, eXtreme Gradient Boosting, Gradient Boosting) for 
the best model selection. The performance of the detection models was evaluated using F1-score, precision, 
and recall performance metrics. Results showed the best performance (homophobic F1-score: 82.64%, hateful 
F1-score: 91.75%, neutral F1-score: 96.08%, average F1-score: 90.15%) were achieved with the M-BERT model 
on the HATC dataset. The M-BERT detection model can increase the effectiveness of filters in detecting Turk-
ish homophobic and related hate speech in social networks. It can be used to detect homophobic and related 
hate speech for different languages since the M-BERT model has multilingual pre-trained data.
KEYWORDS: Homophobic speech detection, multilingual BERT, transfer learning, deep learning, Turkish so-
cial media, sentiment analysis, text classification.

1. Introduction
Social media offers people a free platform to freely 
express their feelings. Users can share, disseminate 
their views, and write comments on other posts on 
social media [44]. There are constructive comments 
made to people on social media, as well as disturbing 
hate speech. Experiencing a large number of shares or 
interactions on social media every day and the decen-
tralized structure of social media are among the most 
important reasons for the increase in hate speech [15, 
11, 25]. Othering discourses encountered in society 
have been moved to these platforms with the frequent 
use of social media [17]. Othering with hate speech 
is a form of severe humiliation in terms of race, eth-
nicity, religion, gender, sexual orientation, disability, 
or disease [67]. Homophobic hate speech is sexual 
identity-based hate speech in which different sexual 
orientations are marginalized [31]. Homophobia, as a 
word, is a state of disdain and prejudice toward peo-
ple with different sexual orientations for religious, so-
cial, and medical reasons [71]. People exposed to ho-
mophobic statements on social media are not always 
insulted because of their sexual orientation or be-
havior. For example, football players may be exposed 
to homophobic statements by their fans after losing 
matches [49]. Homophobic discourses are also used 
in the sense of cheating, being immoral, unreliable, 
perfidious, treacherous, vulgar, dishonest, character-
less, and talkative.
Hate speech, which includes homophobic speech, is 
a behavior of discrimination, devaluation, and creat-
ing enemies. As a result, it leads to depersonalization, 
harassment, demeaning, intimidation, ignorance, and 
brutality of people or groups exposed to hate. Again, 
there are cases of silence and refusal to express them-

selves in people or groups exposed to hate. Depres-
sion and suicidality are other behaviors identified in 
individuals who are subject to hate speech [55]. Even 
if it is done on social media, it is necessary to control 
discourses before they turn into actions. Therefore, 
automatic language models should be developed to 
detect and prevent inappropriate content that is of-
fensive to people [55]. 
The Instagram network was established on October 6, 
2010, and the number of monthly active users world-
wide is more than one billion. Worldwide, about two 
out of three people aged between 18 and 29 use Insta-
gram [82]. 95 million shares are made daily on Insta-
gram, and comments can be made on shared content 
[88]. Sentiment research for a certain purpose can be 
done and interpreted by collecting comments from 
Instagram. Social networks such as Instagram and 
Facebook delete comments that resemble hate speech 
in their databases to combat hate speech such as ho-
mophobia. Deleting or blocking comments does not 
mean that they are not a crime. The extent of insult 
is punishable, and it is mandatory to be followed by 
security forces. However, manual tracking is expen-
sive and time-consuming. Developing a system that 
automatically detects and analyzes negative language 
is essential [51].
This study focuses on the detection of homophobic 
and related hate comments using the Homopho-
bic-Abusive Turkish Comments (HATC) dataset [48]. 
The HATC dataset consists of 10,237 hateful, 1,226 
homophobic, and 19,827 neutral Instagram com-
ments that have been collected by the researchers. 
256 of 1,226 homophobic comments were taken from 
the Abusive Turkish Comments (ATC) dataset which 
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has developed in our previous study [48]. The HATC 
dataset was balanced with the resampling method, 
and homophobic comments were determined by 
evaluating two forms of the dataset (i.e., HATC and 
resHATC) using Multilingual Bidirectional Encod-
er Representations from Transformers (M-BERT) 
model, Deep Learning (DL) based classifiers (i.e., 
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), Gated Recur-
rent Unit (GRU) and Bidirectional Long-Short Term 
Memory (BiLSTM)), Traditional Machine Learning 
(TML) based classifiers (i.e., Naive Bayes (NB), Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF)), 
and Ensemble Classifiers (i.e. Adaptive Boosting (Ad-
aBoost), eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), and 
Gradient Boosting). 
Contributions of this article can be summarized as 
follows:
1 A new Turkish homophobic dataset is presented 

[50]. 
2 There has been no previous study to distinguish ho-

mophobic comments in Turkish as far as we know. 
This is the first study in terms of both datasets ob-
tained using homophobic data from Instagram and 
identification of Turkish homophobic comments 
by distinguishing them from multi-categories.

3 In addition to homophobic expressions, emojis re-
lated to homophobia were also taken into account 
in annotating the dataset.

4 The pre-trained M-BERT model achieved a very 
good F1-score than the other models in terms of all 
sentiment classes (i.e., homophobia, hateful, and 
neutral) values. The M-BERT model has the poten-
tial to be a suitable candidate for the homophobia 
detection model to be used in Turkish comment 
filters.

5 The M-BERT model used has pre-trained resourc-
es in 104 languages, and since it can take into ac-
count the format of different text languages, it can 
be used in studies of homophobic and hate speech 
in other languages.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: 
Section 2 discusses previous work and current data-
sets on homophobic and related insults. Section 3 
presents the materials and methods used in the study. 
Section 4 presents the experimental study and dis-
cusses the results. Finally, conclusions are given in 
Section 5.

2. Related Works
Studies on severe insult speech in social media were 
analyzed under different names and categories: hate 
speech analysis [4, 30, 19, 94], harassment detection 
[41, 35], abusive detection [49], aggression detection 
[20], misogyny detection [72], racism detection [56], 
flame detection [12], and offensive detection [97, 27]. 
Table 1 chronologically summarizes recent studies 
about hate speech regarding homophobia and sexual 
orientation on social media platforms.
Homophobic language analysis is generally classified 
together with other hate categories in studies con-
ducted under headings of hate speech, offensive, and 
aggression. In a hate analysis study [79], hate expres-
sions obtained from Twitter [91] and Whisper [95] 
have been classified into six hate categories (i.e., eth-
nicity, behavior, physical characteristics, sexual ori-
entation, class, and gender). It is analyzed that the cat-
egories were similar on both social media platforms. 
In another study [27] for abusive language detection, 
tweets were labeled as homophobic and racist. Sex-
ist expressions were labeled as offensive. In a study 
[29] conducted for offensive language detection in 
Portuguese, offensive data were classified as racism, 
sexism, homophobia, xenophobia, religious intoler-
ance, and abuse. In a hate speech study in Italian [2], 
a dataset containing sexism, racism, and homophobic 
expressions was classified as homophobic or not ho-
mophobic. In a study [93] in which hate speech was 
categorized as ethnicity, religion, gender, or sexual 
orientation, hate speech was detected using feature 
templates. Also, racism, sexism, and homophobia 
categories were identified under the name of online 
hate speech using lexical and sentimental approach-
es. A method combination of dictionary-based algo-
rithms and machine learning approaches was pre-
sented to predict hate speech under the categories of 
racism, sexism, homophobia in a dataset consisting 
of English tweets [93] In a study [8], authorship and 
aggression analysis have done for Mexican Spanish 
tweets in which the category of political humiliation, 
sexism, homophobia, and discrimination was defined 
as aggressive, and the other category was labeled as 
non-aggressive. 
When we examine the source of the data used by the 
previous studies on homophobia, we see that most of 
the data were obtained from Twitter [94, 20, 75]. Data-
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Paper Ref. Lang. Dataset Category Perf.

[93] English-2012

Yahoo! and the 
American Jewish 
Congress (AJC) 
(1,000 paragraphs)

Race, Ethnicity, Gender, 
Sexual Orientation, 
Nationality, Religion, or Other 
Characteristic

0.63 F1-score

[79] English-2016
Twitter, Whisper
(20,305 tweets and 
7,604 whispers)

Ethnicity, Behavior, Physical 
Characteristics, Sexual 
Orientation, Class or Gender

Not defined

[27] English-2017 Twitter
(24,802 tweets) Racism, Sexism, Homophobia 0.90 F1-score

[29] Brasilian 
Portuguese-2017

News website
(10,336 comments 
posted for 115 news)

Racism, Sexism, Homophobia, 
Xenophobia, Religious 
Intolerance, Cursing

0.70 F1-score

[62] English-2018 Twitter
(975 tweets) Racism, Sexism, Homophobia 80.56% Precision

[2] Italian-2019 Twitter
(1,859 tweets) Homophobic, not Homophobic 0.80 F1-score

[70] English, French, and 
Arabic-2019

Twitter
(13,014 tweets)

Origin, Gender, Sexual 
Orientation, Religion, 
Disability, Other

0.86
Macro-F1

[8] Spanish-2019 Twitter
(10,856 tweets)

Politics, Sexism, Homophobia, 
Discrimination

0.65
Macro-F1

Table 1
Previous studies on detecting hate speech using homophobic categories

sets from Facebook [9], Instagram [49], YouTube [76], 
and other web platforms [97, 6, 28] are also available. 
When we examine the previous studies in terms of 
the methods used, Bag of Words (BoW), n-grams, DL-
based (i.e., Convolutional Neural Network, Recurrent 
Neural Network (RNN), LSTM, GRU, and BiLSTM), 
and TML algorithms (i.e., Logistic Regression, NB, 
Decision Tree (DT), RF, and SVM) were frequently 
used in the detection of homophobia [94, 56, 27, 29, 
2, 93, 63]. Due to the high classification success, DL-
based algorithms have mostly been preferred for ho-
mophobia detection [33, 32, 10, 100]. In addition, pre-
trained models based on transformer mechanisms 
have had significant classification successes in the 
analysis of hate speech [34, 101, 13]. 
Multilingual studies, which generally use TML and 
DL classification algorithms for hate speech detection, 
evaluate the robustness of proposed models in multi-
ple languages simultaneously without experiment-
ing in a cross-language environment [26, 70, 85]. The 

fuzzy logic method used in hate speech consists of logic 
categorizing values between 0 and 1. In most language 
problems, fuzzy logic algorithms are used to remove 
ambiguity and obtain precise classification results.
There are hate speech studies that used Fuzzy Rule-
Based [38, 87], Fuzzy Multi-Task Learning [58], and 
Association Rule types [92].

3. Materials and Methods
This section presents the details of the datasets (i.e., 
HATC, and resHATC) used for the experiments and a 
summary of the classification algorithms.

 3.1. The Homophobic-Abusive Turkish 
Comments (HATC) Dataset
The Turkish language belongs to the Altaic sub-divi-
sion of the Ural-Altaic language family [54]. Turkic 
languages, consisting of 40 languages, are spoken as 
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a native language by almost 165-200M people in the 
world. Words with different meanings are obtained 
by adding morphemes such as “beads on a string” to a 
root word in the agglutinative Turkish language [68].
Turkish words can take many inflectional and deriva-
tional suffixes in a sentence. Expressions that change 
by taking a conjugation suffix in Turkish can corre-
spond to a sentence in English.
gör+ebil+ecek+se+k → if we will be able to see 
Figure 1 shows that the Turkish word “key” can take 
root five or more derivatives and end up as a modifier 
after five derivations.

Table 2 shows the 18 most frequently used words 
in a large Turkish corpus, along with the number of 
morphemes in the word and the morphological am-
biguity for each. Most high-frequency words have 
relatively high morphological ambiguity, which cor-
responds to having different speech roots for words 
with one morpheme. In this study, a list of 201 words 
that would cause high morphological uncertainty was 
created and removed from the HATC dataset.
Datasets used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
studies are very important to improve classification 
performance. The HATC dataset consists of Insta-
gram comments obtained from some accounts that 
have the potential to contain homophobic speech 
(i.e., @utandiran_paylasimlar, @kerimcandurmaz, 
@sametlicina) as well as the abusive Instagram com-
ments in the ATC dataset which was developed in our 
previous study [48]. Abusive comments in the ATC 
dataset have sexist, homophobic, severe humiliation, 
and defecation expressions [49]. The comments in 

Figure 1
Derivation process in a Turkish word

Table 2
Statistics about 18 frequently used Turkish words [68]

Word Morphemes Ambiguity

1 bir 1 4

2 bu 1 2

3 da 1 1

4 için 1 4

5 de 1 2

6 çok 1 1

7 ile 1 2

8 en 1 1

9 daha 1 1

10 kadar 1 2

11 ama 1 3

12 gibi 1 1

13 var 1 2

14 ne 1 2

15 sonra 1 2

16 ise 1 2

17 o 1 2

18 ilk 1 1

the ATC dataset were collected from accounts that 
are more likely to find hateful comments such as the 
Instagram accounts of the Turkish magazine page, 
football teams, and accounts of some football play-
ers. Table 3 shows the hateful Turkish words with the 
highest frequency in the ATC dataset.
Hate expressions in Turkish are usually root forms. In 
hate words that have a declension suffix, the meaning 
changes when stemming is done. 
E.g; The word “şerefsiz (dishonest)” is hateful because 
it has a “siz” suffix. The root of the word “şerefsiz (dis-
honest)” is “şeref (honor)”. The meaning of the word 
“şeref (honor)” is different than “şerefsiz (dishonest)” 
and does not contain hate. Therefore, the stemming 
process was not applied in the HATC dataset.
Homophobic comments were extracted from in-
sult-labeled comments in the ATC dataset, combined 
with homophobic comments obtained from Insta-
gram, and manually labeled as the homophobic cat-
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Table 3
Hateful Turkish words with high frequency in ATC dataset

Word Type of hate Frequency

1 siktir Sexist 1182

2 amk Sexist 917

3 orospu Sexist 791

4 bok Defecation Expressions 523

5 şerefsiz Severe Humiliation 451

6 amına Sexist 405

7 amik Sexist 310

8 sikeyim Sexist 298

9 aq Sexist 288

10 piç Severe Humiliation 260

11 sapık Severe Humiliation 240

12 ananı Sexist 207

13 top Homophobic 185

14 mk Sexist 159

15 yavşak Severe Humiliation 156

16 mal Severe Humiliation 146

17 kodumun Sexist 131

18 ibne Homophobic 108

egory. Sexist, severe humiliation, and defecation ex-
pressions in the ATC dataset were labeled as hateful 
comments. The remaining comments were labeled 
as neutral. Accordingly, 31,290 Instagram comments 
which 1,226 were homophobic, 10,237 were hateful, 
and 19,827 neutral were collected to form the HATC 
dataset (Table 4). Instagram Application Program-
ming Interface [1] and Python programming language 
were used to gather homophobic data from Insta-
gram. Instagram provides open-source unstructured 
data that allows for appropriate extraction and ed-
iting of data belonging to accounts accessible with a 
user account.
Labeling the homophobic dataset was carried out 
by two researchers according to the Big Slang Dic-
tionary [3] regarding the Turkish Linguistic Society 
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Labeling the homophobic dataset was carried out 
by two researchers according to the Big Slang 
Dictionary [3] regarding the Turkish Linguistic 
Society [89]. As shown in Figure 2, the most 
frequently used homophobic expression in 
Turkish is the word "top/ball" and its derivatives 
(i.e., topitoş, topitop, totoş, toplar/balls). Words 
such as “puşt, ibne/faggot”, and “lavuk” are 
homophobic and are also used for unreliable and 
deceitful people. In addition, attention was paid to 
analyzing the comments that do not contain 
homophobic expressions but express homophobia 
with some emojis. The comments that have emojis 

such as , ,  were labeled as homophobic, 
other emojis were removed from the HATC 
dataset. 

The HATC dataset is imbalanced as is seen in 
Table 4. There are many methods (i.e., data-level 
approaches and algorithm-level approaches) used 
to balance datasets: Data-level resampling 
techniques are used to normalize categorical 
distributions in imbalanced datasets. In 
resampling algorithms, the samples are reduced 
(i.e. under sampling) in the categories containing 
more samples in the training dataset, or the 

number of samples of the categories 
containing fewer samples in the training 
dataset is increased (i.e. oversampling) [90]. 
In our study, Random OverSampling (ROS) 
and Random UnderSampling (RUS) were 
utilized to balance the dataset. RUS consists 
of randomly removing examples of the 
majority class. The number of examples 
removed reduces the imbalance ratio, and it 
can balance the dataset, or even unbalance it 
in the opposite direction. ROS consists of 
randomly replicating examples of the 
minority class. As with the previous case, the 
number of examples generated reduces the 
imbalance ratio [46]. 
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[89]. As shown in Figure 2, the most frequently used 
homophobic expression in Turkish is the word “top/
ball” and its derivatives (i.e., topitoş, topitop, totoş, 
toplar/balls). Words such as “puşt, ibne/faggot”, and 
“lavuk” are homophobic and are also used for unreli-
able and deceitful people. In addition, attention was 
paid to analyzing the comments that do not contain 
homophobic expressions but express homophobia 
with some emojis. The comments that have emojis 
such as , ,  were labeled as homophobic, 
other emojis were removed from the HATC dataset.
The HATC dataset is imbalanced as is seen in Table 
4. There are many methods (i.e., data-level approach-
es and algorithm-level approaches) used to balance 
datasets: Data-level resampling techniques are used 
to normalize categorical distributions in imbalanced 
datasets. In resampling algorithms, the samples are 
reduced (i.e. under sampling) in the categories con-
taining more samples in the training dataset, or the 
number of samples of the categories containing fewer 
samples in the training dataset is increased (i.e. over-
sampling) [90]. In our study, Random OverSampling 
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Number of HATC dataset categories (i.e., homophobic, 
hateful, neutral)

Dataset
Number of 

homophobic 
comments

Number of hateful 
(i.e., sexist, severe 

humiliation, and defe-
cation expressions)

Number 
of neutral 
comments

HATC 1,226
(3.9%) 10,237 (32.7%) 19,827 

(63.4%)
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(ROS) and Random UnderSampling (RUS) were uti-
lized to balance the dataset. RUS consists of randomly 
removing examples of the majority class. The number 
of examples removed reduces the imbalance ratio, 
and it can balance the dataset, or even unbalance it 
in the opposite direction. ROS consists of randomly 
replicating examples of the minority class. As with 
the previous case, the number of examples generated 
reduces the imbalance ratio [46].
Classification performance can both improve and 
overfitting can be reduced on imbalanced datasets re-
sampled using DL-based models. In oversampled net-
works, DL-based algorithms perform better, are more 
selective, learn faster, and the less it will over-fit [80].
In this study, the HATC dataset is divided into a 
training-test set using 10-fold cross-validation first-
ly (Figure 3). In each training dataset, the number of 
homophobic comments is randomly increased (over-
sampling) until it equals the number of hateful com-
ments. At the same time, the number of neutral data 
is randomly reduced (undersampling) until it is equal 
to the number of hateful comments. Thus, the HATC 
dataset was balanced by resampling and the new 
dataset is called the resHATC dataset. Classification 
results of the HATC and the resHATC datasets were 
compared separately in the experiments. As shown 
in Figure 3, after dividing the HATC dataset with 10 
cross folds, the number of Homophobic comments 
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dataset was cleaned by removing URLs, 
hashtags, numeric characters, punctuation 
marks, and emojis (except for homophobic 
ones) in comments. Comments in the dataset 
were separated into tokens and stop-words 
were removed. 

33..22..22..  FFeeaattuurree  EExxttrraaccttiioonn 

Feature extraction is the stage of representing 
texts by converting them to numerical 
vectors [74]. n-gram feature representation 
creates a vocabulary of grouped words. 
Vocabulary consisting of single word 
structures is called the word-unigram model. 
The TF is the number of times a word occurs 
in a document while IDF is whether a word 
is common or rare across all documents [53]. 
TF-IDF feature extraction with word-
unigram, which is a sparse vector 
representation, was used in this study for 
feature selection before applying TML and 
Ensemble Classifier models. 

Word embeddings, which are numerical 
representations of words, aim to improve 

in the train set is 1,104, the number of hateful com-
ments is 9,214, and the number of neutral comments 
is 17,845.
After applying the resampling technique, the num-
ber of homophobic comments is 9,214, the number 
of hateful comments is 9,214 and the number of neu-
tral comments is 9,214. In the test set, the number of 
homophobic comments is 122, the number of hateful 
comments is 1,023 and the number of neutral com-
ments is 1,982.

3.2. Methods
In this section, the algorithms utilized for the detec-
tion of homophobic and related hate comments are 
briefly presented. Methods of n-grams, Term Fre-
quency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), 
and Global Vectors (GloVe) were adopted for vector-
ized feature extraction. SVM, NB, and RF algorithms 
were used as TML algorithms. AdaBoost, XGBoost, 
and Gradient Boosting were employed as Ensemble 
Classifiers. LSTM, BiLSTM, and GRU methods were 
developed for DL-based classification. 
The multilingual base model was used as the BERT 
model. Thus, a total of 22 combinations of resam-
pling, feature subset selection, and classification 
models were trained and validated to classify ho-
mophobic comments. The schematic representation 
of the methods used in this study is given in Figure 4.
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The multilingual base model was used as the 
BERT model. Thus, a total of 22 combinations 
of resampling, feature subset selection, and 
classification models were trained and 
validated to classify homophobic comments. 
The schematic representation of the methods 
used in this study is given in Figure 4. 
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In the preprocessing phase, the HATC 
dataset was cleaned by removing URLs, 
hashtags, numeric characters, punctuation 
marks, and emojis (except for homophobic 
ones) in comments. Comments in the dataset 
were separated into tokens and stop-words 
were removed. 
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Feature extraction is the stage of representing 
texts by converting them to numerical 
vectors [74]. n-gram feature representation 
creates a vocabulary of grouped words. 
Vocabulary consisting of single word 
structures is called the word-unigram model. 
The TF is the number of times a word occurs 
in a document while IDF is whether a word 
is common or rare across all documents [53]. 
TF-IDF feature extraction with word-
unigram, which is a sparse vector 
representation, was used in this study for 
feature selection before applying TML and 
Ensemble Classifier models. 

Word embeddings, which are numerical 
representations of words, aim to improve 

3.2.1. Preprocessing
In the preprocessing phase, the HATC dataset was 
cleaned by removing URLs, hashtags, numeric char-
acters, punctuation marks, and emojis (except for ho-
mophobic ones) in comments. Comments in the data-
set were separated into tokens and stop-words were 
removed.

3.2.2. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is the stage of representing texts 
by converting them to numerical vectors [74]. n-gram 
feature representation creates a vocabulary of 
grouped words. Vocabulary consisting of single word 
structures is called the word-unigram model. The TF 
is the number of times a word occurs in a document 
while IDF is whether a word is common or rare across 
all documents [53]. TF-IDF feature extraction with 
word-unigram, which is a sparse vector representa-
tion, was used in this study for feature selection be-
fore applying TML and Ensemble Classifier models.
Word embeddings, which are numerical representa-
tions of words, aim to improve classification accuracy 
with a large number of pre-trained texts rather than 
training a small dataset to be used [18]. Word embed-

ding algorithms carry semantic information while 
representing words and encoding the relationship be-
tween words [33]. In this study, the GloVe word em-
bedding method, which creates word embeddings by 
collecting a global word-word co-occurrence matrix, 
was used with DL-based classifiers. The GloVe algo-
rithm used in this study is trained on Common Crawl 
[24]. There are 253K words in the vocabulary and the 
dimension size is 300. Training data is web-crawled 
multilingual text with 2,736B tokens. The corpus size 
is 21 GB.

3.2.3. Traditional Machine Learning Models
The SVM classifier is a highly effective and well-
known algorithm that can give successful results 
in text classification processes [39]. The SVM algo-
rithm does not need a large amount of data to produce 
successful classification results. The purpose of the 
SVM algorithm is to find an optimal hyperplane for 
separating classes, and it is a classifier with solid the-
oretical foundations [77]. It reduces generalization 
error by an effective separation from both classes of 
hyperplane to the nearest training point [40]. The NB 
classifier is a simple classifier widely used in NLP 
problems such as hate speech and yields good results. 
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The principle of this classifier is based on Bayesian 
probability and assumes that probabilities of features 
are independent of each other. Assuming that all fea-
tures are independent makes it easy to use feature 
selections such as BoW notation. The NB classifier is 
extremely fast in testing and estimation [98]. 
The RF classifier is essentially an ensemble learning 
approach. The RF algorithm is an advanced DT meth-
od that is frequently used in NLP studies. The DT al-
gorithm has an unstable problem due to high variance. 
The RF classifier has been used to solve this problem. 
RF creates many different DTs, averaging scores ob-
tained by DTs and it reduces bias with overfitting [16].
The grid-search algorithm is an algorithm that de-
termines the most suitable parameters for a model 
by pre-classifying data [14]. Grid-search applies dif-
ferent parameter values within user-specified rang-
es to each model for the selection of the best combi-
nation of parameter values. In this study, parameter 
selection of the classification models was made by 
a grid-search technique using 10-fold cross-valida-
tion, and values for parameters of SVM were defined 
as follows; the cost parameter (C)={0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 
10.01, 10.1, 100, 100.01, 100.1} and kernel={rbf, lin-
earSVC}. Testing small and large C values is a well-
known approach in literature [7, 5] to get the best 
version of the SVM classifier. The scaling motiva-
tion behind the grid search process is carrying out a 
comprehensive evaluation of C parameters from soft 
(small C value) to hard (large C value) margins. The 
SVM model gave the best results with C=10.01 and 
kernel=linearSVC values. In the NB algorithm, the 
multinomial NB used for multi-class categories was 
chosen, and the Alpha value was determined as 0.1. 
For the RF algorithm, the n_estimators value was se-
lected as 50. Optimal parameter values for all TML 
algorithms used are given in Table 5.

Table 5
Optimal parameters of TML classifiers

Classifier Optimal Parameters

SVM C=10.01, kernel=linear

NB Alpha=0.1, MultinomialNB

RF Number of estimators=50

3.2.4. Ensemble Models
AdaBoost takes an iterative approach to building 
strong classifiers by learning from weak learner clas-
sifier errors. In the first step, DTs are used by Ada-
Boost as weak classifiers, and equally weighted values 
are given to the data. Weight values are updated ac-
cording to results achieved in the first iteration [36]. 
AdaBoost thus reduces misclassifications [69]. Gra-
dient boosting algorithms are effective classifiers for 
solving classification and regression problems that 
process data flexibly without the need for missing val-
ues. Overfitting and high variance in DTs are signifi-
cantly reduced by gradient boosting utilizing a group 
of trees [66]. XGBoost is an ensemble learning meth-
od that applies a variant of gradient boosting based on 
DTs [21]. XGBoost combines several base DT learners 
to create a more robust model. Each base learner al-
gorithm learns from the previous basic learner and 
reduces its error. As a result, the last learner has min-
imal bias and variance. 
The tested parameter values for Ensemble Classifi-
ers were defined as follows: n_estimators ={10, 20, 50, 
100, 500,1000, 2000, 3000}. The optimal number of 
estimators’ value was selected as 3000 by grid-search 
and it was applied to all Ensemble Classifier models.

3.2.5. Deep Learning Models
RNN is widely used in various tasks such as sequence 
classification, sequence labeling, and sequence gen-
eration [57]. RNN is a neural network in which the 
output of the previous step is fed as input data to the 
current step. The input data is processed according 
to the time series and the resulting output is utilized 
as the input for the next state [83]. Although RNN is 
durable in sequential modeling, it suffers from van-
ishing and exploding gradients in the long term. The 
LSTM algorithm was created to solve this problem 
through Forget, Input, and Output Gates. Forget Gate 
decides what to hide from prior steps. Input Gate 
decides what information to include after the cur-
rent step, and Output Gate determines what will be 
the next hidden state [61]. GRU units similar to the 
LSTM algorithm are also used to solve vanishing gra-
dient problems. The GRU algorithm has two gates, 
the Update Gate and a Reset Gate. The Update Gate 
acts similarly to an LSTM’s forget and gate, it decides 
what information to keep and which to discard and 
what new information to add. The Reset Gate is used 
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In this study, parameter values for DL-based 
algorithms were determined by the trial-and-error 
method. 300-dimensional GloVe vectors were 
used to represent words in the dataset. Details of 
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It has been tried by increasing the number of 
layers in DL models and the classification 
success has not decreased if only the LSTM 
model has two layers. Therefore, two models, 
one LSTM layered (LSTM1 model) and two 
LSTM layered (LSTM2 model), were created 
from the LSTM model. The network structure 
for the LSTM1 model is set as follows: LSTM 
layer (unit=256) - Dropout layer - Dense 
layer. The network structure for the LSTM2 
model is set as follows: LSTM layer 
(unit=256) - Dropout layer – 2. LSTM layer 
(unit=256) - Dense layer. The network 
structure for the GRU model is set as follows: 
GRU layer (unit=256) - Dropout layer - Dense 
layer. The network structure for the BiLSTM 
model is set as follows: BiLSTM layer 
(unit=256) - Dropout layer - Dense layer. 
Dropout randomly removes entries between 
layers. Recurrent dropout eliminates entries 
between time steps. Dropout and recurrent 
dropout has a regularizing effect and can 
prevent overfitting. For all DL-based models, 
different dropout values (i.e. 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 
0.5) were tried and the optimum dropout 
value was found as 0.2. Likewise, the 
optimum recurrent dropout value was used 
as 0.5. The Adaptive Moment Estimation 
(Adam) optimizer was used in DL-based 
models; the learning rate was 1 × 10–3, and 
loss was categorical_crossentropy. During 
training, batch size is 64; number of epochs is 
LSTM1 model=5, LSTM2 model=6, GRU 
model=8, and BiLSTM model=6, respectively.  
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The BERT model is an unsupervised deep 
bidirectional neural network that implements 
bidirectional transformer architecture. A 
BERT-based transfer learning approach has 
started to be used frequently in hate 
classification studies, as it leads to increased 
classification performance and reduced 
training time [78]. The transfer learning 
approach also provides effective learning 
from limited labeled data with a pre-trained 
model. A pre-trained language model makes 
it easier to understand the current language 
even in data sources with few labels. 

The BERT model logic is based on the 
attention mechanism, that is, the transformer 
structure, which learns the contextual 
relationships between words in a text. A 
basic transformer structure consists of an 
encoder that reads text inputs and a decoder 

to decide how much of the previous information will 
be forgotten [22]. The BiLSTM unit that tries to cap-
ture text contexts consists of forwarding LSTM and 
backward LSTM units. This structure allows net-
works to have information about the sequence from 
two opposite directions at each step, both backward 
and forward [47].
In this study, parameter values for DL-based algo-
rithms were determined by the trial-and-error meth-
od. 300-dimensional GloVe vectors were used to rep-
resent words in the dataset. Details of the network 
architectures and optimal parameters for all DL-
based classifiers are given in Figure 5. 
It has been tried by increasing the number of layers 
in DL models and the classification success has not 
decreased if only the LSTM model has two layers. 
Therefore, two models, one LSTM layered (LSTM1 
model) and two LSTM layered (LSTM2 model), were 
created from the LSTM model. The network struc-
ture for the LSTM1 model is set as follows: LSTM lay-
er (unit=256) - Dropout layer - Dense layer. The net-
work structure for the LSTM2 model is set as follows: 
LSTM layer (unit=256) - Dropout layer – 2. LSTM 
layer (unit=256) - Dense layer. The network struc-
ture for the GRU model is set as follows: GRU layer 

(unit=256) - Dropout layer - Dense layer. The network 
structure for the BiLSTM model is set as follows: BiL-
STM layer (unit=256) - Dropout layer - Dense layer. 
Dropout randomly removes entries between layers. 
Recurrent dropout eliminates entries between time 
steps. Dropout and recurrent dropout has a regular-
izing effect and can prevent overfitting. For all DL-
based models, different dropout values (i.e. 0.2, 0.3, 
0.4, and 0.5) were tried and the optimum dropout val-
ue was found as 0.2. Likewise, the optimum recurrent 
dropout value was used as 0.5. The Adaptive Moment 
Estimation (Adam) optimizer was used in DL-based 
models; the learning rate was 1 × 10–3, and loss was 
categorical_crossentropy. During training, batch size 
is 64; number of epochs is LSTM1 model=5, LSTM2 
model=6, GRU model=8, and BiLSTM model=6, re-
spectively. 

3.2.6. M-BERT Model
The BERT model is an unsupervised deep bidirec-
tional neural network that implements bidirectional 
transformer architecture. A BERT-based transfer 
learning approach has started to be used frequently 
in hate classification studies, as it leads to increased 
classification performance and reduced training time 
[78]. The transfer learning approach also provides ef-
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fective learning from limited labeled data with a pre-
trained model. A pre-trained language model makes 
it easier to understand the current language even in 
data sources with few labels.
The BERT model logic is based on the attention 
mechanism, that is, the transformer structure, which 
learns the contextual relationships between words 
in a text. A basic transformer structure consists of 
an encoder that reads text inputs and a decoder that 
generates predictions for the task. The BERT model 
takes a sequence of fewer than 512 tokens as input 
data and gives a representation of the data as output. 
Tokenization is accomplished in two steps (the pre-
liminary text normalization and punctuation split-
ting) with the WordPiece token [45]. The tokenized 
sequence is obtained by adding a [CLS] token at the 
beginning of each sentence and a [SEP] token at the 
end of each sentence. The BERT model performs text 
classification using the last hidden h state of the first 
token [CLS] as a representation of the resulting token 
sequences [81].
The M-BERT model is a pre-trained language model 
trained in the Wikipedia corpus of 104 languages [73]. 
The most important achievement of this model is that 
it is pre-trained on 104 different multilingual corpo-
ra and it performs quite well even in low-resource 
languages. In addition, the M-BERT model performs 
training taking into account the structures of all 
languages [37]. In this study, a pre-trained M-BERT 
model which supports 104 languages including Turk-
ish with 12 stacked Transformer blocks, hidden di-
mensions 768, 12 self-attention heads, and overall 
110,000,000 parameters was used. The M-BERT 
model used is capable of taking into account the for-
mat of different text languages by examining data 
from various languages [81].
In the BERT model used in our study, there are two 
dense layers with ReLU activation function, two 
dropout layers (0.2), and a dense layer with softmax 
activation function as the last layer. The BERT model 
was optimized using Adam optimizer and trained on 
a combination of BERT model with batch size (32), 3 
epochs, and learning rate 1e-5.

3.2.7. Performance Metrics
A ten-fold cross-validation method was used for this 
study. While performing this process, the HATC data-
set was divided into ten subsets, and each classifica-

tion process was repeated ten times. Nine subsets 
were used as training datasets and one as a test data-
set. An average result of ten folds was accepted as the 
final classification accuracy rate. 
Choosing the optimum epoch number for training is 
another performance metric. When the epoch num-
ber is set high in the M-BERT and DL-based models, 
it may lead to overfitting and the training model may 
lose its generalization ability [42]. In recent years, 
techniques such as saving the best model or early 
stopping during training have been frequently used 
to reduce the risk of overfitting by the DL-based stud-
ies [64, 52, 84]. In our study, the early stopping tech-
nique was used to determine the epoch values most 
appropriately. After each epoch, the performance of 
the model was evaluated according to the Accuracy 
metric, and it was decided whether to stop the train-
ing or not. The training phase was finished when the 
increase in the Accuracy criterion stops or the max-
imum number of epochs allowed was reached. More 
specifically, the early stopping callback was used to 
stop training if the accuracy of the model did not im-
prove more than 10 consecutive epochs. In our study, 
although we defined a training of 20 epochs as the ini-
tial parameter, the LSTM1 model stopped at the 5th 
epoch; the LSTM2 and BiLSTM models stopped at 
the 6th epoch; the GRU model stopped at the 8th ep-
och, and the M-BERT model stopped at the 3rd epoch. 
This approach contributes to avoiding overfitting in 
the models.
Precision, Recall, and F1-score were used to evaluate 
the performance of the proposed classification mod-
els as they are frequently used in hate speech analysis 
[27, 29, 2, 93, 62, 8, 70]. The confusion matrix summa-
rizes the number of True and False samples predicted 
by the classifier [60]. True Negative (TN) is the num-
ber of (Actual) negatives that are correctly classified 
as negatives. False Negative (FN) is the number of 
(Actual) positives that are incorrectly classified as 
negatives. True Positive (TP) is the number of (Actu-
al) positives that are correctly classified as positive. 
False Positive (FP) is the number of (Actual) nega-
tives that are incorrectly classified as positives [99].
The Precision metric is the ratio of correctly classi-
fied positive samples (TP) to all samples classified as 
positive (TP+FP) (Equation (1)).

Precision = TP/(TP+FP ). (1)
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The Recall metric is the ratio of correctly classified 
positives (TP) to all positive samples (TP+FN) in the 
dataset (Equation (2)).

Recall = TP/(TP+FN ). (2)

The F1-Score metric is found by the harmonic mean 
of the Precision and Recall metrics (Equation (3)). 

F1-Score = 2*Recall*Precision/(Recall+Precision). (3)

F1_macro averaging method was used in this study. 
Macro-averaged F1 provides a measured value for 
each label and calculates the average based on the 
number of labels in the dataset (Equation (4)).

(4)

4. Results and Discussions 
The proposed classifiers were tested on the HATC 
and resHATC balanced datasets. All training and test-
ing routines were performed on Google’s free Colab-
oratory service [23]. Classification models consist of 
a feature extraction method and a classifier. Table 6 
shows the performance metrics of the classification 
models with different combinations to detect ho-
mophobic expressions. 
As seen in Table 6, the best F1-score is obtained from 
the M-BERT model in both datasets. The most im-
portant reason for that the transformer structure and 
attention mechanism can capture sentiment infor-
mation better and more accurately. Using big data and 
vocabulary diversity in pre-trained different languag-
es, the M-BERT model outperformed all approaches. 
The second-best model is BiLSTM in the resHATC 
dataset. Although LSTM1 and LSTM2 models alle-
viate gradient disappearance problems, the BiLSTM 
model was able to capture semantic information of 
context more effectively than LSTM models. The 
BiLSTM model helped learn bidirectional long-term 
dependencies between the forward-backward time 
directions and extracted better features from the 
LSTM models and the GRU model. The feature-en-
riched SVM model showed very close F1-score per-
formance with the LSTM1, LSTM2, and GRU models 

Table 6
Performance comparison of the classification models for 
the homophobic category

Model
Homophobic Category

Preci- 
sion (%)

Recall 
(%)

F1- score 
(%)

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ SVM 81.51 61.32 69.99

HATC+unigram +TF-IDF+ NB 96.52 33.40 49.63

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ RF 85.31 49.30 62.49

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
AdaBoost 59.32 47.03 52.46

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
XGBoost 81.93 53.94 65.05

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
Gradient Boosting 76.34 61.31 68.00

HATC+GloVe+ LSTM1 78.61 61.40 68.95

HATC+GloVe+ LSTM2 74.52 62.31 67.87

HATC+GloVe+ GRU 72.93 66.72 69.69

HATC+GloVe+ BiLSTM 75.62 67.52 71.34

HATC+M-BERT 90.81 76.29 82.64

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ SVM 62.31 66.01 64.11

resHATC+unigram +TF-IDF+ NB 36.52 63.52 46.38

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ RF 58.71 58.20 58.45

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
AdaBoost 45.22 54.14 49.28

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
XGBoost 50.73 67.83 58.05

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
Gradient Boosting 56.22 67.52 61.35

resHATC+GloVe+ LSTM1 69.21 72.91 71.01

resHATC+GloVe+ LSTM2 69.21 68.51 68.86

resHATC+GloVe+ GRU 55.23 76.51 64.15

resHATC+GloVe+ BiLSTM 78.71 69.50 73.82

resHATC+ M-BERT 77.00 86.37 80.88

in the HATC dataset. AdaBoost, XGBoost, and Gradi-
ent Boosting models gave better F1-score results in 
the HATC dataset than in the resHATC dataset. The 
resampling method had no effect on the TML and En-
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semble classifiers in terms of F1-score. Performance 
results of the classification models for the hateful 
category are given in Table 7. According to Table 7, 
the best model for the classification of hateful dis-

Table 7
Performance comparison of the classification models for 
hateful category

Model
Hateful Category

Preci-
sion (%)

Recall 
(%)

F1-score  
(%)

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ SVM 90.8 84.12 87.33

HATC+unigram +TF-IDF+ NB 85.4 86.23 85.81

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ RF 92.12 76.18 83.40

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
AdaBoost 86.31 74.61 80.03

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
XGBoost 94.9 80.22 86.94

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
Gradient Boosting 95.31 79.21 86.52

HATC+GloVe+ LSTM1 90.61 87.32 88.92

HATC+GloVe+ LSTM2 91.71 85.61 88.56

HATC+GloVe+ GRU 87.5 88.82 88.16

HATC+GloVe+ BiLSTM 89.01 88.84 88.92

HATC+M-BERT 94.02 89.65 91.75

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
SVM 84.01 84.11 84.06

resHATC+unigram +TF-IDF+ 
NB 76.51 85.32 80.68

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ RF 86.42 79.71 82.93

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
AdaBoost 82.62 75.51 78.91

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
XGBoost 90.22 78.91 84.19

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
Gradient Boosting 90.81 79.1 84.55

resHATC+GloVe+ LSTM1 87.81 87.12 87.46

resHATC+GloVe+ LSTM2 84.82 87.11 85.95

resHATC+GloVe+ GRU 82.82 87.11 84.91

resHATC+GloVe+ BiLSTM 89.35 88.5 88.92

resHATC+ M-BERT 88.97 89.86 89.06

Table 8
Performance comparison of the classification models for 
neutral category 

Model
Neutral Category

Preci-
sion (%)

Recall 
(%)

F1-score 
(%)

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ SVM 91.13 95.81 93.41

HATC+unigram +TF-IDF+ NB 91.21 95.22 93.17

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ RF 89.61 96.86 93.09

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
AdaBoost 87.42 94.68 90.91

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
XGBoost 88.63 98.01 93.08

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
Gradient Boosting 85.32 97.68 91.08

HATC+GloVe+ LSTM1 90.81 95.08 92.90

HATC+GloVe+ LSTM2 92.22 95.59 93.87

HATC+GloVe+ GRU 93.02 92.62 92.82

HATC+GloVe+ BiLSTM 93.51 94.61 94.06

HATC+M-BERT 94.56 97.67 96.08

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
SVM 91.71 91.59 91.65

resHATC+unigram +TF-IDF+ 
NB 93.42 83.89 88.40

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ RF 89.44 93.21 91.29

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
AdaBoost 88.23 91.42 89.80

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
XGBoost 89.52 93.40 91.42

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
Gradient Boosting 89.61 94.41 91.95

resHATC+GloVe+ LSTM1 93.72 93.59 93.65

resHATC+GloVe+ LSTM2 93.71 92.62 93.16

resHATC+GloVe+ GRU 94.72 89.61 92.09

resHATC+GloVe+ BiLSTM 94.72 94.61 94.66

resHATC+ M-BERT 95.16 93.17 93.99

courses is the M-BERT model in both datasets. The 
LSTM1 and LSTM2 models produced close F1 values 
to the second-best BiLSTM model in the HATC data-
set. Table 8 demonstrates the classification models’ 
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HATC dataset just like other categories’ results.
The BiLSTM model produced the second-best F1 clas-
sification score in the resHATC dataset. Average perfor-
mance results for the three categories (i.e., homophobic, 
hateful, and neutral) are presented in Table 9.
The overall performance comparison of the classifi-
cation models is given below:
 _ Since the M-BERT model has the best classification 

performance (i.e., homophobic category F1-score: 
82.64%, hateful category F1-score: 91.75%, neutral 
category F1-score: 96.08%) among all models 
used in the experiments, the average F1-score 
performance (i.e. 90.15%) is better than other 
models.

 _ The M-BERT model segments the space to better 
reflect the linguistic and evolutionary relationships 
between different languages in deep layers. It is 
aligned using dictionaries between languages, 
and cross-lingual embeddings can be learned 
collaboratively in completely unsupervised 
methods. The M-BERT model has been trained 
transfer learning between high-resource (70%) and 
low-resource (30%) languages with multilingual 
word embeddings and various levels of controls. 
In the M-BERT model, the Turkish language 
falls into the high-resource language group. It 
has been proven that the classification success of 
other languages with high source languages with 
the M-BERT model is close to the classification 
success of the Turkish language M-BERT model 
[96]. Therefore, the M-BERT model used in our 
experiments can be used for other languages and is 
recommended.

 _ The M-BERT model yielded higher F1-score 
performance values in the HATC dataset compared 
to the resHATC dataset in all categories. It is 
thought that the M-BERT model does not consider 
the problem of class imbalance, since it is a model 
with pre-trained sufficient Turkish data.

 _ When we consider the average performance of 
the three categories’ F1-score results, the second-
best model is the BiLSTM model in the resHATC 
dataset. The BiLSTM model, which processes data 
in both directions, may have performed better due 
to its ability to model sequential dependencies of a 
piece of text from both previous and consecutive 
contexts. The third best classification model is the 
LSTM1 model in the resHATC dataset. 

Table 9
Performance comparison for average three-class 
classification

Model
Average Performance

Precision 
(%)

Recall 
(%)

F1-score 
(%)

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ SVM 87.81 80.42 83.95

HATC+unigram +TF-IDF+ NB 91.04 71.62 80.17

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ RF 89.01 74.11 80.88

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
AdaBoost 77.68 72.11 74.79

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
XGBoost 88.49 77.39 82.57

HATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
Gradient Boosting 85.66 79.40 82.41

HATC+GloVe+ LSTM1 86.68 81.27 83.89

HATC+GloVe+ LSTM2 86.15 81.17 83.59

HATC+GloVe+ GRU 84.48 82.72 83.59

HATC+GloVe+ BiLSTM 86.05 83.66 84.84

HATC+M-BERT 93.13 87.87 90.15

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
SVM 79.34 80.57 79.95

resHATC+unigram +TF-IDF+ NB 68.82 77.58 72.94

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ RF 78.19 77.04 77.61

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
AdaBoost 72.02 73.69 72.85

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
XGBoost 76.82 80.05 78.40

resHATC+unigram+TF-IDF+ 
Gradient Boosting 78.88 80.34 79.60

resHATC+GloVe+ LSTM1 83.58 84.54 84.04

resHATC+GloVe+ LSTM2 82.58 82.75 82.66

resHATC+GloVe+ GRU 77.59 84.41 80.86

resHATC+GloVe+ BiLSTM 87.59 84.20 85.86

resHATC+ M-BERT 87.05 89.80 87.98

performance metrics for the neutral category. It was 
observed that models produced more successful F1-
score values in determining the neutral category than 
detection of other categories (i.e., homophobic and 
hateful). The best model is the M-BERT model in the 
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 _ The BiLSTM model yielded higher F1-score 
performance values in the resHATC dataset 
compared to the HATC dataset in all categories. 
Although GloVe pre-trained word embedding is 
used as input sequences to the DL-based models, 
balancing the dataset has a positive impact on the 
classification success for the BiLSTM model. 

 _ F1-score results of the SVM model in the HATC 
dataset are close to DL-based models’ results. The 
performance of the SVM model in the resHATC 
dataset is worse than the results in the HATC 
dataset.  The number of samples in each category 
does not affect the class boundary much, as the 
hyper-planes between the categories in the SVM 
algorithm are calculated according to the support 
vectors. Therefore, SVM is known to be potentially 
less susceptible to the class imbalance problem 
[86, 43]. However, it has been proven that the SVM 
algorithm gives good classification results on some 
resampling datasets [49, 65]. Balancing the dataset 
with resampling algorithms can give variable 
classification results (better or worse) in TML and 
Ensemble classifiers. Balancing the HATC dataset 
in this study decreased the F1-score performance 
of TML and Ensemble classifiers.

 _ The best classifier with the average F1-score 
result among Ensemble Classifiers is the XGBoost 
algorithm with 82.57% in the HATC dataset.

 _ The lowest average F1-score among all models was 
the NB classifier, with 80.17% in the HATC dataset. 
The NB classifier had the lowest classification 
result, with 72.94% in the resHATC dataset also.

 _ Adam optimizer is a substitute for stochastic 
gradient descent for training DL-based models. 
LazyAdam and AdamW methods were also 
evaluated in our study. LazyAdam is an upgraded 

version of Adam designed to be more efficient 
at handling sparse updates [84]. AdamW is a 
variation of Adam where the weight reduction 
is only performed after controlling the step size 
on a per-parameter basis [59]. However, using 
LazyAdam and AdamW optimization methods in 
our study did not affect the results. LazyAdam did 
not increase the classification results in DL-based 
models but caused a decrease in classification 
results compared to the Adam optimization in the 
M-BERT model. Besides, no improvement was 
observed in the performance of both models when 
the AdamW method was used instead of Adam.

5. Conclusions
In this study, the performance of the M-BERT, TML, 
DL-based, and Ensemble Classifier models was in-
vestigated to detect homophobic and related hate 
speech on Turkish social media. The architecture of 
the proposed detection system consists of data col-
lection, preprocessing, feature extraction, and classi-
fication phases.  First, a dataset related to homophobia 
was obtained from Instagram and combined with the 
ATC dataset. The dataset was used both in its original 
and balanced forms. It has been concluded that the 
M-BERT model is more successful than other models 
in classifying all categories (i.e., homophobic, hate-
ful, neutral). In summary, it would be useful to use 
the M-BERT model in the detection of hate speech 
in Turkish. In future studies, multilingual classifi-
cation success can be measured by using datasets in 
other languages. Different studies can be carried out 
by increasing data in the homophobic dataset and en-
suring that the ATC dataset is divided into more cat-
egories (e.g., racism, sexism, severe humiliation, and 
defecation expressions).
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